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Dash Mihok Quotes

       Playground of Dreams supports kids in discovering and achieving their
own magnificence, that unique quality that only they have, fostering it,
watering it, and watching it sprout! 
~Dash Mihok

I'm a morning "spinner." That's usually when my brain is thinking too
much and I don't necessarily see things positively. So I sit myself down
and remember that I'm making it up. 
~Dash Mihok

I've have a number of violent tics. With Tourette syndrome, there's not
just compulsive actions, but compulsive thoughts as well. That used to
scare my mother a lot. 
~Dash Mihok

The greatest acting really is spoken without words, or at least I like to
think that. 
~Dash Mihok

I come alive when there is a chance to learn or do something different. 
~Dash Mihok

I had this tic where I touch my mouth to my knee, and I'm always
screwing up my back. I've had two shoulder surgeries. My doctor just
smiles and laughs at me. 
~Dash Mihok

My biggest life lesson is that the past is the past. I do my best not to
bring history into my present. It ain't ever easy, but it usually creates
more opportunity for joyful experiences. 
~Dash Mihok

Here's the thing: I had never been to Boston, my whole life. Probably
because I'm a Yankee fan. 
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~Dash Mihok

In the years when teenagers really need to be connected to somebody,
they aren't; especially in small towns where kids are bored and look for
something to get them going. 
~Dash Mihok

There's moments when you have to make a split-second decision that
will form you for the rest of your life. 
~Dash Mihok
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